equation is solved on a regular Cartesian grid, in which the bathymetry is "immersed". Away 23 from the bottom interface, standard centered finite difference schemes are employed to com-24 pute the derivatives along the vertical axis and the Crank-Nicolson method is used for the 25 integration in range. Conversely, at grid points lying across the bottom, the aforementioned 26 numerical schemes are slightly modified in order for the acoustic field to satisfy not only the 27 governing equation but also the physical interface conditions. As a result, the proposed ap-28 proach is intrinsically energy-conserving and allows to handle generic range-dependent ocean 29 Lee and McDaniel (1988) . 31 In this letter, the new technique is developed for the standard parabolic equation and 32 for fluid-fluid interfaces. Extensions to more wide-angle parabolic equations and to fluid-33 solid interfaces will be considered in future works. The letter is organized as follows: after 34 a brief review of the standard parabolic model (Section 2), the new method is presented 35 (Section 3); an example of application is then described (Section 4); concluding remarks are 36 finally drawn. In the context of this work, wave propagation is assumed to be azimuthally symmetric. A 39 cylindrical coordinate system Orz, with the origin O on the sea surface, is thus considered.
40
The bottom interface z = ξ(r) is supposed to be irregular and the seabed is modeled as an 41 equivalent fluid medium. A point source is placed on the z-axis at depth z s . A sketch of 42 the problem is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In both the water column (medium 1) and the seabed 43 44 (medium 2), the acoustic field in the far field can be described, in the frequency domain, by 
withp (r, z) = ψ(r, z)H where c is the speed of sound.
51
At the interface z = ξ(r) between the water column and the seabed, two conditions 52 must be satisfied: the continuity of pressure and the continuity of the normal component of 53 the particle velocity, which can be expressed in terms of the envelope function ψ as (see also 54 Lee and McDaniel (1988))
where ρ is the density of the medium, H 1 1 is the first-order Hankel function of the first kind 57 and the superscripts ± indicate the limits lim z→ξ(r) ± for a given range r. 3. An IIM method for the standard parabolic equation A uniform mesh r n = n∆r, z j = j∆z, with n = 0, 1, . . . , N r , j = 0, 1, . . . , N z , is employed,
where ∆r and ∆z are the step sizes in the radial and vertical directions respectively. In what follows, the subscript j and the superscript n will be used to refer to point (r n , z j ). In the present approach, the bathymetry is "immersed" in the computational domain and, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2(b) , might cross the grid both in the radial direction and on the vertical axis. To introduce the new technique, a node (r n , z j ) away from the interface is first considered. At this regular mesh point, the second derivative ψ n zz,j is approximated through the standard second order finite difference scheme
and the solution ψ n+1 j at range r n+1 is integrated using the Crank-Nicolson method
described in the following two paragraphs, their coefficients are then modified in such a 62 way that the unknown function satisfies not only the governing equation but also the jump 63 conditions. Let ∈ [r n , r n+1 [ be the interface position on the line z = z j . To integrate the solution ψ j between ranges r n and r n+1 , Li (1997) elaborated the following first-order accurate scheme
where the correction term Q n+1/2 j is given by
Depending on the interface location along the vertical axis, the first derivatives appearing 67 in Eq.
(3) are computed using a standard or a modified finite difference scheme. Let ξ n ∈ [z j , z j+1 [ be the interface position at range r n (cf. Fig. 2(b) ). As previously 70 mentioned, modified standard finite difference methods, which take into account the jump 71 conditions, are needed at the irregular nodes z j and z j+1 . In what follows, the derivation of 72 such methods shall be treated in details only for the grid point z j . To begin with, schemes 73 for the derivatives ψ n z,j and ψ n zz,j are sought in the forms ψ n z,j =
According to Li (1997) The last three equations are given by the following truncated Taylor expansions
Finally, solving the system (4-5-6-7) allows to express the terms ψ − z and ψ − zz as functions of 86 the grid values ψ j−1 , ψ j , ψ j+1 and thus to identify the coefficients a , m = 0, . . . , 2, must be computed 93 at each step n.
94
It is also worth noting that, although the local truncation error near the bottom 95 becomes one order lower than at regular points, the global second order accuracy of the 96 solution remains unaffected (Li, 1997) .
97
To conclude, as in the IFD method, the implicit finite-difference equations which are 98 obtained at grid points away from and close to the seafloor can be recast into a tridiagonal 99 form, allowing standard fast linear solver to be employed. In addition, it is straightforward 100 (although tedious) to show that the present numerical algorithm reduces to the IFD method 101 in the case of an horizontal interface located on the line z = z j . As an illustration, the envelope function ψ(r, z) is displayed in Fig. 4 . Acoustic energy 119 120
penetrates into the bottom at short ranges, where the incidence angle of the beam on the 121 interface is close to π/2, and around 3.5 km. Besides, the PML technique clearly proves to be step toward the development of a new methodology for the proper handling of irregular
